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THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
GOING AFTER BUSINESS
WITH NEW EYES AND
PERSPECTIVE
Industry insider, Ken
Warren, discusses making
the most of down time by
really taking a look at your
business with fresh eyes to
make changes that will be
beneficial as the economy
recovers. Go to page 17.
SUCCESS IN SELLING TO
INTERIOR DESIGNERS
Art industry veteran, Barney
Davey, tells a story about
how he learned some creative sales techniques and
valuable strategies from a
friend that ventured into the
world of selling art to interior
designers, a lucrative option
for those in the art and
framing industry. For more
details, visit page 24.

GET THE MOST FROM
SOCIAL MEDIA
CONTENT CREATION
TOOLS
Marketing professional,
Katherine Hébert, presents
the benefits of using some
of the Social Media content
tools to help bolster their
online presence when collectors can make it to the
gallery. She describes four
tools that could make the
work involved in Social
Media much easier and
economical. Page 22.
ARTEXPO NEW YORK
TENTATIVELY MOVED
TO OCTOBER 2020
Artexpo New York has
been postponed and will
tentatively take place in
October, 2020, at Pier 94.
Go to page 10 for details.

YJ Contemporary Fine Art is located in Greenwich, RI.

INDUSTRY GETS CREATIVE
DURING TIME OF CRISES
The world is experiencing unprecedented crises in the face
of the novel coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic. With entire industries coming to a stand still, people forced to undergo uncertain financial stability, and the fear of keeping themselves
and their families safe is at the forefront of everyone’s minds.
For the art and framing industry, holding on to a livelihood that
many have spent years creating is also a huge concern. What
will happen when all of this is leries and frameshops are
over? We spoke with people deemed non-essential and
in different areas of the in- therefore closed to the pubdustry to get their take on lic during this time, but luckwhat to do in the down time ily, these businesses have
and how to hit the ground learned long ago to not just
running when the recovery rely on foot traffic to build relcontinued on page 10
process takes place. Art gal-

Click on advertisers’
Web addresses
throughout the issue.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“Everyone must stay positive.
There will be an art market
after this. What it will look like
is unknown, but society needs
artwork.”
Josef Blazar, page 14.
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Industry Gets
Creative in Crises

Going After Business Helpful Social Media
Content Tools
With New Eyes

As the world is experiencing a
crisis with the coronavirus
pandemic, many in the industry are getting creative and
using the down time to expand
their Social Media presence
and revamp their spaces.

Westport River Gallery owner,
Ken Warren, discusses making the most of down time by
taking a look at one’s business with fresh eyes to make
changes that will be beneficial
as the economy recovers.

Marketing expert, Katherine
Hébert, presents the benefits
of using some of the Social
Media content tools out today
to help bolster one’s online
presence when collectors
can’t make it to the gallery.
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Page 22

Success in Selling To Winners of the
Interior Designers
PPFA Competition

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

Barney Davey tells the story
of how he learned creative
sales techniques and invaluable business strategies from
a friend that ventured into the
lucrative world of selling art
to interior designers.

The winners of this year’s
PPFA International Framing
Competition were from
around the world with many
across the U.S. and
Canada, as well as England
and India.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a variety of the latest best selling
open edition prints, some
available as print-on-demand
images, and it includes contact information as well.
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Page 31

WHAT’S HOT IN
OPEN EDITIONS
Page 31

CLASSIFIEDS
Page 33
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Page 34

Shown is
“ Changing Seasons,”
an oil on canvas
by John Horejs.
Go to page 10 for
more information.
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IN OUR OPINION
ATTACK THE
LANDLORD
veryday
the
news
changes regarding the
breadth and depth of
Covid-19. Beyond the immediate concern of the health of
family, friends, customers and
alike, most small business owners are asking themselves,
“how can I best get through
this challenge?” On the revenue side, gallerists and frameshop owners need to rely upon
digital and Social Media to
reach, inform, and commiserate with their customers. While
folks are cloistered inside their
homes, the fact is that the
amount of “screen-time” people are logging these days is
unprecedented. Therefore, almost any communication that
breaks from the heaviness of
the news has a great chance of
resonating with each recipient.
Anecdotally, several online sellers have had lower, but reasonable sales over the last two
weeks and hope they could
chug forward by selling inventory with limited staff. Others I
have talked to feel that once
the situation improves, pur-

E

chases on home furnishings
and things for the home will
spike as people forced to live
with the barren walls will finally
spend money on solutions.
On the expense side of the
business, every line item in the
budget is being reviewed. For
both the short- and long-term,
no expense will be effected as
much as what you pay in rent.
In the aftermath of this pandemic, it is certain that peoples’
patterns will shift away from
traditional retail environments.
Some say malls will fare worse
than stand-alone businesses.
Some say specialty retailers will
fare better because of fewer
people (germ carriers) circulating within the store. The only
certain thing is that the value of
retail space is going to drop,
and in some places a lot! So,
the first order of business
should be to mandate a significant drop in rent. Galleries and
frameshops are now buyers in
a very pro-buyers market. By
taking action now, they could
set themselves up to prosper
after the dark clouds rise.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Eric Christensen Debuts New Art

New Work By Megan Triantafillou

Eric
Christensen Fine Art
& Editions, Inc.,
San Jose, CA,
debuts “Duel
Contenders”
by Eric Christensen and recently unveiled
the
original
watercolor at
Marcus Ashley “Dueling Contenders” is available as a limGallery
in ited edition giclée on canvas in three sizes.
South
Lake
Tahoe, CA. “Eric has been wanting to do a scotch piece for a long
time, asking nearly everyone he knows what would be a good one
to paint,” says president David E. Sylvia. A previous meeting with
a collector at the gallery lead to this commissioned piece featuring two scotches, Glenfiddich Snow Phoenix and Glenlivet, which
Eric would later name “Dueling Contenders.” For details on the
limited edition giclées on canvas, available in three sizes phone
(408) 445-1314 or visit: www.ericchristensenart.com.

Studio
EL,
Emeryville,
CA, reintroduces the abstract work of
artist Megan
Triantafillou
with a new collection as part
of the Studio
EL Exclusive
line. Born in
C o l u m b u s , “Spilling Heart” by Megan Triantafillou is a
OH, Triantafil- giclée on paper or canvas in an edition 50,
lou began cre- available in various sizes.
ating abstract
paintings of non-objective representations of nature and spirituality. “Often exploring duality while seeking balance, I use atmospheric blending with straight color application to promote uplifting
and interesting depth in my works,” says Triantafillou. For further
information, call (800) 228-0928 or go to: www.studioel.com.

Jansen Republishes Popular Print
Marcus Jansen
Studios and
Unit A Studio
and Residency,
Fort Myers, FL,
is republishing
the painting,
“Collision” by
Marcus Jansen
to celebrate
the image’s 10
year anniversary. “We selected
this “Collision” by Marcus Jansen is an archival
p a r t i c u l a r pigment print on rag paper in edition 25,
image because measuring 28 by 23 1/2 inches ($2,000).
of the great online response, but also because we thought it was relevant with
the country’s political and social climate at this time,” Jansen
says. “Collision” is published as an archival pigment print on
paper in an edition of 25, hand signed and stamped by the
Marcus Jansen Studios, Unit A Studio and Residency. Phone
(239) 240-1053 or visit: www.marcusjansen.com/editions.
PAGE 8

Kolbrener Raises Funds for Relief
Bob Kolbrener Photography, located in
East Patchogue, NY,
is raising funds to aid
in the current crisis
brought on by the
coronavirus Covid-19
pandemic. The artist
is doing a special edition photograph and
will offer 50% of the
purchase price to any
Covid-19 relief fund in
the purchaser’s state.
After looking through
some older images,
Kolbrener found a Kolbrener’s untitled image is available in
shot that was taken in three sizes, in a edition of 50, total.
1977 while on honeymoon with his wife Sharon. The image had never been printed before. He posted it to his Social Media and the response was
overwhelming. “We have had numerous inquiries asking if this photograph is currently available for sale,” he says. For more details,
call (631) 447-3997 or go to: www.bobkolbrenerphotography.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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MEYER GALLERY USES
SOCIAL MEDIA TO UPDATE
COLLECTORS ON ARTISTS

INDUSTRY GETS CREATIVE DURING CRISES
continued from page 1
ationships with customers,
maintain some sort of marketing of their products and services, and to make sales. The
Internet has been a big part of
how they speak to their customers. This has become so important now more than ever.

PARK CITY, UT—As with
most galleries across the
country, Meyer Gallery has
temporarily closed due to the
pandemic, but they are also
using the down time to keep
their collectors engaged by
posting special video updates
on Facebook and Instagram
from their artists showing how
they're spending their quarantine time. The first feature in
the series was by artist
James Zamora, whose grocery aisle painting has taken
on a new significance, is
shown. Titled “Milk Aisle No.
5” is an oil on canvas measuring 24 by 24 inches ($2,600).
The gallery is also letting people know that all artwork on
their website can be purchased over the phone or via
e-mail. For more information,
phone the gallery at (435)
649-8160 or visit: www.
meyergallery.com.
ARTEXPO NEW YORK
TENTATIVELY POSTPONED
TO OCTOBER 2020
NEW YORK—Artexpo
New York has been postponed from it’s previous
dates of April 23 to 26 to the
tentative dates of October 1
to 4, 2020, at Pier 94. To stay
up-to-date, visit the show’s
website at: www.artexponew
york.com or send an e-mail
to: info@redwoodmg.com.
PAGE 10

stituted a stay-at-home mandate, so, of course we have
closed the doors to the gallery
and while we, as with many
other galleries, are open by
appointment, I cannot imagine
anyone needing to buy a work
of art so badly that they would

cellphones and see the work.
When they click on the info
tag next to each piece, the
image pops up with all of the
relevant information. “The
response has been terrific,”
he says. “We’ve received so
many e-mails from people
who just wanted to say how
much they appreciate being
able to virtually visit the gallery
for a few minutes during their
confined time. And yes, while
we hope these communications will result in sales, only
time will tell.”

Steve Diamant, owner
of Arcadia Contemporary
in Pasadena, CA, has
found a way to bring his
3,000-square-foot gallery
to collectors that are selfisolating by launching virtual themed exhibitions
For those that do not want
every five days using the
to see the images in a virtual
business’ website. And
environment, Mr. Diamant and
sales acquired during this
his staff have created an ontime will not only help supline, visual catalog of the exhiport the gallery and its
bition that people can easily
artists, but 10% of the sellscroll through. “These differing price will be donated to Josef Kote’s “Letting Go” is a
ent themed exhibitions are
The Center For Disease giclée on canvas in an edition of
being e-mailed to our collector
Philanthropy’s Covid-19 75, measuring 40 by 50 inches,
base every five days and we
Response Fund. This fund from YJ Contemporary Fine Art.
are also providing links to anywas rated four out of four
one who follows the gallery on
stars by Charity Navigator and defy a statewide policy. That our Instagram and Facebook
will go to support prepared- being said, because of the accounts.”
ness, containment, response, size of our gallery, we do have
and recovery activities for a minimal staff here that is
While everyday brings new
those affected by the
uncertain challenges, Mr.
virus and for its responDiamant has been paying
ders. The first virtual exattention to what other
hibition in this series
business owners are
was titled “A Moment
doing. “If one has not
of Zen” and contained
maintained an online presa curated body of work
ence, they should look at
with imagery to instill a
beefing up that aspect of
sense of calm and trantheir business. I also know
quility. “A sense of norof retail galleries that, if
malcy will return, but
they are not going to rethe real question is
ceive assistance in some
when? I believe there is
form from their landlords,
going to be a massive
may close and re-open in
shake up in terms of Shown is Gallery 601 artist John Horejs’
different locations due to
companies making al- “Changing Seasons,” an oil on canvas meas- their inability to cover
terations to their business uring 72 by 60 inches, retailing $11,900.
their rent and we have
models....some may
noticed other galleries
close their retail spaces and working (safely distanced from already hosting online basego primarily online, which has each other) on the gallery’s ment sales in an effort to
been trending that way any- new Virtual Exhibitions. View- clear out inventory and generway,” Mr. Diamant says. “Oth- ers who visit our website are ate revenue.” During his down
ers may just close, period. able to navigate around the
continue on page 12
The State of California has in- gallery on their computers or
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WORLD ART GROUP
HELPS PROVIDE
EMERGENCY FACE
SHIELDS AND SIGNAGE

RICHMOND, VA—The Circle
Graphics family of companies,
including World Art Group is
working on a company-wide
initiative to provide emergency signage and face
shields. In an effort to support
organizations and businesses
that need these materials to
safely operate and keep communities running, the company is offering to provide
banners, lawn signs, and
posters to hospitals, healthcare clinics, testing centers,
and emergency services. The
offer includes a $100 coupon
for free signage and/or banners. The shields are still
being manufactured and
should be available around
April 20. They will be a combination of donation and being
offered at cost of around
$2.99 each. “It is so important
to give back to our community
and be supportive in any way
that we can, especially right
now,” says owner Lonnie
Lemco. World Art Group is
continuing to operate, with the
majority of staff working remotely to keep on-site staff as
safe as possible. Video conferencing meetings to share
the newest line are also being
planned. Shown is “Neutral
Blossoms on Cream I” by Jennifer Goldberger is an open
edition print on matte paper
measuring 20 by 20 inches
($50). Call (804) 213-0600,
www.theworldartgroup.com.
PAGE 12

CORONAVIRUS CRISIS
continued from page 10

time, Mr. Diamant has been
able to catch up on things like
paperwork, filing, and updating inventory records. “One
big thing to never forget is to
reach out to clients! Whether
it’s via e-mails, phone calls, or
Social Media you can’t just
sit there and wait for it all
to blow over.
This situation
is going to
be (and already is for
some) absolutely devastating, so
we all need
to be as
proactive as
possible.”

now, which many of our customers take advantage of and
certainly now with this whole
crisis.”
Since recently moving the
gallery location, Ms. Otradovec and her staff have been
taking this time to work on
inventory. “You can only imagine after moving a 2,300square-foot gallery to a much

right now. We know people
are unsure about the future.
We are just letting them know
that we are thinking of them
and giving them something
beautiful to look at while
cooped up in their homes.”
But that is not to say that
collector’s buying art from the
gallery has stopped. “We do
have online sales through our
website, and those seem to
be increasing,” she says.
“Most of them are from out of
state. We are offering free delivery and pick-ups to locals,
which customers are also taking advantage of. We will still
have our planned events, but
just using our website more.
We have an artist who has
volunteered her time to participate in Zoom-type videoconferencing meetings. Our
customers have been awesome, as always. The support
and encouragement has been
amazing. They all want us to
be safe so we can open when
this all is over.”

Christine Arcadia Contemporary was originally founded
Otradovec, in 2001 in New York, NY, and is now housed
c o - o w n e r in a 3,000-square-foot space in Pasadena, CA.
with Terry
Begg of Gallery 601 in Boise, smaller space that we have
ID, has been working from most of our artwork in storhome after temporarily closing age, in our house, and thankthe gallery. Located in the fully, throughout the first and
One of the hardest hit parts
heavily trafficked downtown second floor of the Grove of the country continues to be
area—across from a conven- Hotel of which we are attached the New York City area.
tion center, attached to one of to. We currently have over Michael Lyons Wier, owner of
the most occupied local hoLyons Wier
tels, and near the Century
Gallery in New
Link Arena—this was not how
York, NY, says
Ms. Otradovec imagined they
that while the
would be spending their
streets of the
Spring. “We had the 2020 Big
city have beSky Men’s and Women’s Bascome
near
ketball Championships going
ghost towns,
on when our city decided to
the Internet has
start shutting events down.
allowed colBut due to the health crisis,
lectors access
needless to say, it was a no
to the gallery
brain-er for us to close. Our Pictured is part of Gemini Builds It’s 50,000- and vice versa.
contact with domestic and in- square-foot, full service facility in Elgin, IL.
“Like our felternational travelers is quite
low comrades
high at the gallery,” she says. 6,000 works of art and are in the art trenches, we have
“We started to let our cus- going on 39 years in business.” been relegated to promoting
tomers know through e-mails, Cleaning up their website by our program exclusively
Instagram, and Facebook that tightening up on images, online and are working with
we would be closing our prices, and artist pages are OnLineViewingRoom.com,”
doors, but certainly not any of being done while working he says. “I have watched their
the services that we provide. from home, as well as send- platform evolve over the last
We have been offering pick- ing out newsletters. “We’re
continue on page 14
up and delivery for over a year not trying to promote sales
ART WORLD NEWS
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FRAMERICA INTRODUCES
CONCRETE, ANNOUNCES
COMPANY NEWS

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica
debuts Concrete, a worldwide exclusive moulding line
featuring a textured concrete
look in architectural stone
grey. “Concrete has been universally praised by designers
and specifiers around the
world,” says Josh Eichner, executive vice president. Concrete is available in profiles
ranging up to 3 inches.
Framerica has also celebrated some recent staff anniversaries. Scott Aug,
supervisor of Framerica’s expanding strategic logistics
program, has been with the
company for 10 years. “Scott
is a smart and dedicated
leader,” says executive vice
president Jay Van Vechten.
Donna DiMattei, Framerica’s
longtime freight coordinator,
recently celebrated two
decades with the NY-based
moulding manufacturer.
“Donna’s knowledge of logistics and her attention to detail
are unprecedented at her position,” Mr. Eichner says. “She
has truly changed the game
for Framerica and our customers.” Karen Goldman, the
company’s in-house frame
designer, also recently celebrated 20 years. “Karen is a
fabulous person and a true
artisan,” Mr. Eichner says.
“Her attention to detail
and framing skills are unmatched.” Phone (800) 3726422, www.framerica.com.
PAGE 14

CORONAVIRUS CRISIS
continued from page 12

with strong reputations will be
able to weather the storm, but
walk-in traffic will be light for a
while,” he says. “Art fairs will
suffer more of an overall impact due to the virus. I do not
think we will see art fairs
loaded with thousands of people for a long time. Our buying
demographic is 45+, which
means most are high risk for
Covid-19. I think the art fair
market has been saturated to
begin with. Too many shows
in the same geographic area
offering similar art. This should
bring back more exclusivity
among the fairs. As a gallery, I

our space at one time, which
has made us temporarily lay
employees off until we can acyear and I believe that they
quire the SBA-backed Cares
offer the best user experiAct Paycheck Protection Proence. We had our space digigram (PPP) loan for Corontized so one can literally ‘walk
avirus Relief. We have been
through’ our gallery, in a threeusing the time to reach out to
dimensional way. Because it
people via e-mail and Social
has three dimensions, there is
Media, however you cannot
a depth so you could see the
spend all of your time focusartworks from any angle—it’s
ing on that marketing sector.
light years beyond two dimenThe old-school way of picking
sional Google 360º mapping.”
up the phone is far more efThe gallery has always been
fective at completing a sale
very active on Facebook and
when the ability to have a
Instagram. “Regarding marface-to-face meeting is not alketing, we can only solicit so
lowed,” Mr. Blazar says.
much. I have navigated
“Everyone must stay posseveral severe downitive. There will be an art
turns since 1993, and
market after this. What it
the arts, across the
will look like is unknown,
board, is the preverbal
but society needs artwork.
‘Canary in a Coal Mine.’
I have never been a fan of
The gallery business as
running sales or disa whole typically deals
counts. Art is a different
with people who are
product. People buy art
fairly isolated against
for the connection and
these downturns—comthe joy it brings them. Art
modity traders make
has value—and devaluing
money on trades and a
it isn’t guaranteed to bring
lot is being traded right
you more sales. I am a big
now; lawyers are in high
proponent of value-added
demand as many people
incentives. Provide clients
are seeking assistance
with more value, maybe
simply because the fufor the same price. Throw
ture seems so chaotic,
in a book or add a frame
etc. What the major hurat cost when buying a
dle becomes during “Mules and Men” by Fahamu Pecou is an
piece of artwork. That is
times of trouble is that acrylic on canvas, 48 by 60 inches ($22,000), a better form of selling,
conspicuous consump- from Lyons Wier Gallery, New York, NY.
even during these uncertion all but dries up and it
tain times.”
takes time, a lot of time, for think it’s essential to stay relpeople to overcome and re- evant with clients and art enCourtney Wright, president
turn to collecting art. This time thusiasts. Social Media, video, of Gemini Builds It! & Showis something that most small and e-mail campaigns can be case Acrylics in Elgin, IL, says
galleries can’t afford to ride out.” useful if done correctly. We that with every day bringing a
are putting together virtual new set of challenges with litJosef Blazar, vice president tours that incorporate video, tle to no end in direct sight, it
of Blazing Editions, a fine art high resolution images, and is hard to predict anything. “It
printmaking company; and YJ links to web pages for more has been too much, too fast
Contemporary Fine Art, a insight into the artwork we and yet feels so slow all at the
gallery and artist representa- represent.”
same time. I do know that dition company; both located in
versified companies will make
East Greenwich, RI, says that
Statewide shut downs for it to the other side and alive.
this worldwide pandemic will all non-essential businesses One trick ponies won’t likely
change how business is done means that many in the indus- survive. We feel fortunate to
from here on out. “This will re- try have had to close. “Our have multiple lines of business
shape how consumers expe- state (Rhode Island) is requircontinue on page 16
rience art. I believe galleries ing that only five people be in
ART WORLD NEWS
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INDUSTRY RECOVERY
CORONAVIRUS CRISIS
continued from page 14

at Gemini Builds it and a culture of entrepreneurship and
nimbleness,” she says. Gemini specializes in volume framing, framing supplies, furniture
and décor, display cases,
pedestals, printing and finishing, and creative packaging
services. Alex Hunt of Gemini’s creative team adds that
flexibility is essential. “Having
a problem-solving mindset is
important and being able to
think outside the box helps
address supply, order, and
custom product needs at a
time when things are up in the
air,” she says.
Ms. Wright says that people are scared. “I don’t think
this industry was as fiscally
responsible as needed to go
into something so severe and
so quickly. We are being asked
about buying businesses
daily. We hope to be able to
help some of those companies as long as this has some
sort of end time on the shut
downs. The more creative,
stronger companies who offer
customer experience and online options will make it. Retail, as we know it, will be
rethought.”
Gemini is making sure to
motivate and connect with
customers via Social Media
with posts like this one from
their Facebook page on
March 23: ‘While much of the
world may be on hiatus, there
are projects we have in motion with you and we want to
assure you that we will keep
PAGE 16

developing and producing to
keep your business on track.
We have a small dedicated
team along with the right
technology in place to meet
your needs timely, and safely.
Please reach out to us if you
need anything. We are here
to support you!’
Valuable advice for retailers is to expand how business is being done in their

done and set yourself up for
success when we reach the
other side.”
Ten Plus Inc. in Santa Fe
Springs, CA, has been experiencing ups and downs when
it comes to sales of their custom frame moulding. This is
something that the company’s Jane Laio attributes to
the extreme uncertainty. “For
the past two weeks we have

Michelangelo Moulding’s head office is located in Quebec,
Canada, shown, and they also have a warehouse in Atlanta.

normal setting. “Be creative
and connect with clients,”
Ms. Wright says. “Do a life
plan, decide who you want to
be as a person and company
on the other side of this.”
Ms. Hunt agrees. “Art collectors are at home with nothing
to do but stare at their blank
walls—give them ideas, inspiration. And no better time
than now to step back and
evaluate all of the gallery’s
processes and really streamline, organize, and get themselves in position to hit the
ground running when the
doors reopen. Positivity is
key. No doom and gloom.
Focus on what needs to get

had retail customers call
wanting to cut down their
previous orders and then
I have Internet customers
wanting to buy and stock up,”
she says, “It has been a
mixed bag. Sales have gone
in two different directions,
but no matter what, down the
line, it will effect the overall
economy and result in a
downturn.”
At Michelangelo Moulding,
the day-to-day business has
been at the mercy of the
local government. “At the
beginning of the outbreak of
Covid-19, all was still close
to regular normality. Then by

the week of March 22nd the
business really started to
slow down. With our head
office being in Quebec, we
were ordered to shut down
our facility at midnight on
the 25th, and we were only
allowed to work from home,
which we are doing. Our
U.S. operation in Georgia is
still operating,” says Charles
Galazzo, co-owner with his
brother Denis. “At the start
of the week of March 30th,
it is almost to a halt with a
few orders here and there.
We haven’t let anybody go
yet as we assign them to
reorganize and keep busy
meanwhile.”
Asked whether he thought
recent events would impede
manufacturing for moulding
companies, Mr. Galazzo says
that delays are inevitable.
“For sure it will have an impact, one of our main factories in Malaysia has been
forced to shut down until April
14th by their government,
other factories we do business with haven’t shut down
but have reduced staff considerably. I do feel positive
that our industry will bounce
back very strongly though.
During this time of confinement for most of America,
people with money are not
spending as they usually are
and should have extra to
spend when everything returns to normality, the big
question is how long will it
take...nobody knows.”

Koleen Kaffan is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
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BUSINESS STRATEGIES
ATTACKING BUSINESS USING A NEW PERSPECTIVE
By Ken Warren
During this worldwide pandemic, moving the chairs
on the Titanic is not an option. You, as members of
the art and framing industry, are offering something
that is shockingly not considered essential during a
time of crisis. People need
food, shelter, basic health,
and maybe Cheez Doodles
and chocolate. Not art and
framing. But there are ways
to make the most of this
down time to help rebuild
and hit the ground running.
When the time comes,
what can you do different
to move the needle? Think
differently and outside your
own skin (shop). Ever
watch the reality TV series,
Bar Rescue hosted by veteran nightlife expert Jon
Taffer? See how he attacks
the basics; i.e. curb appeal,
cleanliness, customer service, client contact, ROI,
lighting, layout? Often
these concepts are universal and can apply to other
businesses. Some say you
can benefit by looking at
other businesses, not just
in your own area of expertise, and then apply some of
the concepts. Visit IKEA,
HomeGoods, Christmas
Tree Shops, Lillian August;
and see what the professionals do. And learn.

Declutter
Clean out your old stuff.
ART WORLD NEWS

Toss junk that’s been there
since the last century. We
all have “great” frames and
lovely art that never sold,
and they are “worth” $350
or $750. Refocus. If it has
been three years, they
are worth nothing. Get rid
of them. Sell them
cheap, and make
space for what you
can sell. This is your
real estate, your
place, so stop wallowing and waiting for
that “great” sale.

ent like grey, red, or blue.
Remember that people’s
homes and businesses are
not just full of white walls
and new colors will help
them to connect with work
in a more familiar environment.

New Stuff
Break from what
you’ve done and bring
in some new art that
has colors and subjects you don’t care
for. So what if yellow
is not endearing. Are Westport River Gallery artist JP
you the audience? If a Courchia, MD’s “La Façade Aux
client walks out with- Roses” is an oil on canvas measurout buying anything, ing 20 by 24 inches, retailing for
boldly ask why and $2,600.
what you don’t have
Windows
that they are looking for.

Freshen Up Your
Space
Paint your place. Make it
new. When there is no business, its hard to get motivated and focused. And
hard not to overeat and get
wired on coffee. It’s demoralizing. Stop feeling sorry
for yourself. Get a few cans
of paint and freshen up the
shop. Try something differ-

A shop’s windows are
the lure of a gallery or
frameshop showing every
person that sees them
what you have to offer. Use
them wisely and change
your window decor. Too
many places have had the
same ugly displays that
focus on you rather than
your customers. Also, look
at the windows at night and
see what shows. Check
out your competitors. What

do their windows look like
and how do they look at
night?
Spoiler alert: You may
hate this idea but occasionally put up a big sign that
says “50% Off” all art.
Once when we did it we
grossed over $30,000.
What we made was about
15%, but it helped with
cash flow. Fifteen percent
is better than no percent.
You may think it will
cheapen your place. Not
true. People like getting a
deal. From what I’ve seen,
they are more inclined to
buy based on the percentage off than the price.
Offer your customers
some amazing deals that
trigger cash flow. Focus
less on you and your profit
and more on cash flow.
Nothing will stop them from
thinking about the coronavirus pandemic, but can
you offer an amazing deal?
Remember, just because
you have $1,000 wrapped
into something you’ve
owned for four years, it’s
really just taking up real
estate at this point. You
may have wanted $1,500
but look at it from this new
perspective and see what
you can offer to entice
someone when their mind
is elsewhere. What is it
worth if you have to close
your business?
continue on page 18
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BUSINESS STRATEGIES
BUSINESS STRATEGIES
continued from page 17

Mystery
Shopping
Yes, you’re an expert,
but what are others doing
in your field? Local, as well
as, in another region? We
often have our college intern mystery shop at least
six places. End game: What
we really want to know is
what they are doing really
well, and is there something we can employ?
Based on that input we
changed window concepts
and added a fresh coffee
machine. So now we offer
coffee, tea, water, and
seltzer. And with coffee and
tea we have half and half.
Not that hideous powdered
clumping chemical mix
everyone hates. Apologies
to those who like it.

New Marketing
Venues
Try different marketing
venues you’ve not used
and don’t sneer at what you
don’t like. Groupon, Etsy,
Facebook
Marketplace,
and eBay may not be your
“thing,” but these are not
normal times. Think outside
your frame. Art World News,
your local Patch website, and
especially weekly papers will
often carry what you send.
New artists, new frame concepts, etc. Pay attention to
deadlines, their rules, and
style.
PAGE 18

Event Perks
In most areas you will
not be judged by the size of
your shrimp and caliber of
your wine. It’s free. They
don’t care. Your open
houses attract the same
people (did someone say
freeloader?) who eat and
drink at your expense. But
what have they bought recently? Why are you still

exclusivity clause, then they
know you are being violated.
Honest artists will not entertain side deals. It is good to
have the conversation with
the artist before the event to
make sure that they understand all that you have put
into promoting them and
bringing your clientele to their
work. Also, you will be doing
the groundwork on maintaining that collector so that re-

mail, keep the language
short and sweet, some images, great deals, and no
more than once a month.

Social Media
Studies show a decent
website is more valuable
than any Social Media. If
you have Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, etc, what
do you get from it? What’s
the ROI? Have you seen
any buyers from any of
them? Why not ask some
of your best clients what
they think of your website
and Social Media efforts?
They are the best to offer
insight and it will show you
care about their opinion.

Contact
“Seaside” by Westport River Gallery artist J. Fatse is a resin
blend on board measuring 72 by 40 inches and retailing $3,500.

feeding them? From my experience, real buyers want
your undivided attention, not
your meatball with a toothpick. Just because everyone
does these shows, why are
you? We used to spend
$13,000 a year on shows.
Great food, decent wine,
live music. Then we realized there was little ROI.

peat sales can be made.
Losing you as a gallery representing their work would
mean making that one sale
behind your back and then
no more. Your gallery is an important part of the process to
keeping the artist’s career
alive for the long-term.

Honesty

Many shops have never
collected e-mails from
clients. Shame on you. This
is one of the best ways to
put your business in front
of real people. Too often
though e-mails are filled
with ego-driven puffery
about how wonderful you
are. Nobody cares. In an e-

Not every artist is honest. Not every gallery or
frameshop is honest. If you
have a show, you’ll often
see clients sidling up to an
artist to get their information to make deals by cutting you out. If you have an

Direct Contact

Have you told your customers you really appreciate their business? Have
you sent them a restaurant
gift card (minimum of
$100)? They bought a
$5,500 painting or had
$3,500 in framing done in
your shop, so why not remind them that you appreciate their business. And
don’t send them a cheesy
trite e-mail. Customers
today show little loyalty,
and will get what they can
somewhere else if it’s
cheaper. Value added marketing may help to affirm
their relationship with you.

Negotiate Costs
Suppliers, artists, pubcontinue on page 19
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BUSINESS STRATEGIES
continued from page 18

lishing houses, advertising
agents, and Social Media
experts all need to make
money to survive and so
do you. If you have a
decent relationship with
these people, approach
them and have a conversation in-person about any
wiggle room that may
exist during these times.
Avoid the hardball approach. You won’t win.
Compassion is key.

Services
First check your competitors in your market. See

ART WORLD NEWS

what they offer and look for
opportunity in the midst of crisis. Do they make home visits to repair frames, replace

are pricing you out of work.
Your products and services
make you unique, but sometimes it comes down to price

Many shops have never
collected e-mails from clients.
Shame on you. This is one of the
best ways to put your business
in front of real people.
glass and hardware? Do they
hang pictures? And mystery
shop to ascertain what others
are charging. Stay competitive. You wouldn’t want to be
the last to know that others

when a consumer is making
their final decision.

Invaluable Input
One of the best ways to

get new ideas is to invite
maybe six of your repeat
customers for a light early
morning breakfast and a
chat. Define why they are
there, give them a time period (1 hour max), and what
your expectations will include. Ask them what they
are looking for in a gallery and
frameshop. I’ve held these in
diners and the gallery. Don’t
waste their time. Reward
them. They will appreciate
that their input is helping to
shape the business and that
their needs are being heard.

Ken Warren is owner of
Westport River Gallery and
Framing in Westport, CT.
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MARKETING TOOLS
SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CREATION TOOLS
by Katherine Hébert
by creating a narrative using seasonal promotions. You
One of the most challenging photos, video, text, emoti- can create a batch of Social
aspects many art gallery’s cons, and tags to create Media stories for each projface using Social Media as both long-form and short- ect in a short amount of
a marketing tool is findtime,
downing the time to create
load them to
enough diverse and
your computer,
compelling
content.
and post them
Once you get comfortwhen you’re
able with creating cerready. Since
tain types of content,
stories do not
Social Media compastick around
nies change the rules.
long, you want
(Thanks
Facebook!)
to use the StoBut, having the right Stories Creator allows the user to batch stories.
ries
Social
devices in your tool box
Media feature
can make your job far more form content. The story can with repeated messages.
efficient and your followers be told in one post or as a You might post 10 to 12
far more engaged.
running narrative over time. stories centered on a single
project.
Whether you are highly
Stories Creator
proficient in Social Media
Stories Creator does
Buffer offers a pretty cool have limited templates, but
or “not so techy,” here
are four apps that any art free tool called Stories Cre- you can customize headgallery marketing person ator. The beauty of a tool lines, captions, fonts, colcan adopt to make their like this is that you can ors, etc. You can even
job much easier. There al- create your Faceready is an endless supply book and Instagram
of tools designed for Social Stories in batches,
Media content creation. getting more than
Some are more user-friendly one post done at
than others. I selected a time so that you
these four apps for their can post them
simplicity, and because they at different times.
make using Social Media Creating Stories for
stories and videos some- Social Media on
thing anyone can use. Both your phone is much Lumen5 makes posting videos easy to do.
of these types of content harder than working
are important for helping to on a desktop, so Stories Cre- insert your gallery logo.
organically reach and en- ator is a desktop tool.
When you’re done, just
courage follower engagedownload the images and
Its simple design and fea- post.
ment. And best yet, most
tures make it easy to use.
are free.
This is helpful when you are
Lumen5
Social Media stories are focused on a specific projWe all know Social Media
a way to add more depth to ect, such as an upcoming
a brand or online presence exhibit, pop-up, art fair, or algorithms favor video. The
PAGE 22

program is a desktop
browser-based app and is a
really cool tool for creating
fast videos by repurposing
your gallery’s blog, artist’s
bio, or statement. There is a
free version, but it requires
the last image in the video
to be a Lumen5 credit.
That’s not the end of the
world, but to remove that
you can subscribe for $19
per month. The paid version
allows you to export higherquality videos and gives
you a few more customization tools.
Videos are created with
images that you upload or
media they offer, including
video clips, and you can
also add music. The app animates it for you and saves
it as video file. Paste your
article’s URL into Lumen5,
and it lets you drag
and drop text into a
slideshow. You can
create short, attention-grabbing, and
engaging videos
to use on Social
Media or your
gallery website in
just a few minutes.
This is a wonderful
tool to diversify
your content. Templates include newsfeeds, stories,
and ads for Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and more. If
Social Media tech stresses
you out, this might be the
perfect tool for you.
continue on page 23
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MARKETING TOOLS
continued from page 22

Teleprompt.me
Speaking of videos, if you
create videos where you are
on camera and feel more
comfortable using a script, try
Teleprompt.me. It is another
free tool that works with the
Chrome browser. It’s your
very own tele-prompter to
help you look more polished
and professional on camera.
You just paste your script
into the tool, choose the font
size and text color that is easiest for you to read and turn
on your computer’s micro-

ART WORLD NEWS

phone. As you read, the
words gray out, so you always
know where you are in the
script. It’s design and functionality is very straightforward
and easy to use.

IG:dm
If your gallery gets
prospective art buyers direct
messaging you on Instagram,
this might be a helpful tool for
you. IG:dm, is a free downloadable desktop application
for Instagram direct messages. Once installed, log into
your Instagram account and
your off and running. It is only
for messaging however, but it
means you don’t have to be

chained to your phone to respond to messages. One hiccup to be aware of is that the
software doesn’t always play
nicely with Windows 10 or 8.
They do have potential fixes,
so don’t let that hold you
back. If you do have Windows
10, you can always download
the Windows Instagram app
to your desktop. It is rumored
that Instagram is working
on their capability to allow
DM from desktops, but no
word on when that will happen.
Social Media is here to
stay and if use it properly it
can be an immensely valuable
marketing and sales tool.
The platforms are constantly

making changes to give their
users a better experience.
Those changes often mean
you have to be nimble.

Katherine Hébert specializes
in art gallery business sales
and marketing strategies, as
well as the founder of Gallery
Fuel, a subscription-based
service that helps fine art
galleries be more competitive
in today’s art market. Gallery
Fuel is dedicated to helping
fine art dealers and galleries
in small- to mid-sized markets
grow and improve their
businesses. Visit the Gallery
Fuel website located at:
www.galleryfuel.com.
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CREATIVE SALES TECHNIQUES
SUCCESS IN SELLING TO INTERIOR DESIGNERS
By Barney Davey
My good friend and muse,
Dick Harrison, is a remarkable person in so many
ways. He is humble, honest,
humorous, and inspiring to
me and many others. He’s
an amazing young 87-yearold who continues to live a
creative and productive life.
In the same way that actor
Clint Eastwood inspired
country singer Toby Keith to
write his touching song,
“Don’t Let Old Man In,”
Dick lights a path for me on
how to live a fulsome life at
any age.
At the tender age of 83,
Dick became the co-author
with me of How to Sell Art to
Interior Designers: Learn
New Ways to Get Your
Work into the Interior Design Market and Sell More
Art. Without his valuable
contributions, which came
from his 20 years as an art
representative calling on interior designers, the book
was not possible. Dick is
also a writer of other sales
books for artists. He’s also a
published fiction writer, and
more.
The notion of launching a
successful career selling art
to designers came to Dick
as an idea born out of necessity. My big takeaway
from his story is that it would
not have happened without
courage and action. You already know this but learning
a life lesson on someone
PAGE 24

else’s experience can help
drive the point home. Dick
didn’t have a grand plan to
make a career marketing art
in the interior design field but
he needed to generate
some income. He found a
resource in the form of a
catalog
with
beautiful
posters that he thought interior designers would buy if
they saw them.

Don’t Think About
It. Just Do It!
Dick made a deal with the
publisher where he would
make a commission from
every sale that he made as
a result of the catalog. With
nothing more than courage,
a catalog, and the Yellow
Pages, (this was during the
pre-internet
days),
he
started what would become
a lengthy, rewarding, and
successful career as an art
rep. To begin, he wrote a
short script, found the
phone numbers of local designers, built up his courage
and called them.
“By sheer chance, the
third interior designer that I
called on happened to be
the president of the local
ASID chapter,” Dick said.
“At the time, I barely knew
ASID stood for American
Society of Interior Designers. When she had looked at
what I was selling, and
placed an order, she explained that in two days, the

chapter would be holding its
monthly get-together. After
the business meeting for the
many designers attending,
they invited two vendors to
give a fifteen-minute presentation about their products—
and asked if I would like to
be one of the two.”

Now, What Do
I Do?
“I accepted but hadn’t the
vaguest idea of what to say
or do,” he said. “When the
evening came, I was number
two of the pair to give my
presentation. The first vendor was an older, distinguished-looking gentleman
representing a well-known
wallpaper company. If you’ve
ever been in an interior designer’s studio, you know a
wall rack is often jammed
with hundreds of wallpaper
sample books.”
Dick explained that the
first presenter’s presentation went something like
this: “I’m John Smith, and
almost all of you know me.
I’ve been a rep for more than
fifteen years, and my company has been in business
for over a quarter-century.
I’m here to show you the
new catalog for our Fall line
of papers. Because you’ve
often used what we carry,
you know the quality and
that we go out of our way to
give good service to our
customers.”

At that point he held up
the new catalog, leafed
through it pointing out and
describing some of the special papers, adding, “You
know we carry a huge
selection and you can
choose from more than
1,000 designs. If you have
any questions about any of
the many papers we carry,
feel free to ask, and you’ll
learn how much we know
about the business all of us
here are in.”
Dick continued, “When
he finished, there was
polite applause, and it was
my turn. I had watched and
listened to what he did
and what he said. My
presentation went something like this: ‘I’m Dick
Harrison, and I don’t think
any of you know me, except
Gloria, who invited me
here. I’ve been in this business a little over six days
now, but my company has
been around for almost two
years. What I have is this
catalog of fine art posters. I
don’t think any of you have
seen or used anything like
it. It’s filled with photographs
of almost 150 of the most
beautiful and unique fine
art posters your clients will
ever see.’”
Dick flipped through the
catalog and pointed out a
few of the images, and then
held up the framed sample
continued on page 25
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CREATIVE TECHNIQUES
continued from page 24

of one of the posters. “The
owner of the company, David
Amdur, has collected and photographed these from printers
all over the world. He and his
wife put each catalog together
by-hand on their dining room
table. I’m their first outside
sales rep. David is always
looking for new designs, and
he has a great eye for good
art. As he finds new posters,
he pastes together additional
pages and sends them to
every customer who owns a
catalog.
“Every poster you purchase is framed with a metal
#11 profile Nielsen frame
and quality acrylic facing,
which means it’s ready to
hang on the wall,” Dick said.
He talked to the audience
about options available in
framing and how much the
catalog costs to create, along
with discounts and shipping
that he was offering. He also

ART WORLD NEWS

mentioned that he was new to
their business and looked to
them for their guidance in an
effort to provide the work that
their customers would want.
“You won’t learn much about
the interior design business
from me, but I expect to learn
plenty from you. You already

When Dick finished speaking, designers crowded
around him handing him
their business cards saying,
“I was busy setting appointments and selling catalogs
and art for days. My new
business had been launched
by laughter and by being

You don’t have to be an
“expert” to make a successful
presentation. When designers are
choosing art to buy, they already
know (or have a good idea of)
what they’re looking for.
know what you’re looking
for—a whole lot more than I
do,” he said as the audience
laughed. “If you’d like to leaf
through the catalog, page by
page, to see if this unique art
will give you an edge when it
comes to selling wall decor to
your customers, I’ll be happy
to come to your studio at a time
that’s convenient for you.”

honest.”
Through the years, Dick
was able to gain these five
invaluable tips on selling to
designers. First, interior designers are always looking
for good art of all kinds. They
want to see what has been
created. On most jobs, they
must buy art to complete the

project and get paid. Secondly, most artists don’t
need a “name” or a string of
awards to sell their art if it
fits the project they are
working on. Third, you don’t
have to be an “expert” to
make a successful presentation. When designers are
choosing art to buy, they already know (or have a good
idea of) what they’re looking
for. Fourth, reps need to be
flexible and willing to show
up at a time convenient for
your client. And lastly, it pays
to be honest.

Barney Davey is a 30-year
art industry veteran. He is
the author of six best selling
art marketing books and
creator of online marketing
courses for artists. Davey has
written for Art World News,
Art Business News, Decor,
Professional Artist, and The
Artist’s Magazine. For news,
tips, and details on his books,
read his weekly blog at:
www.artmarketingnews.com.
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PPFA WINNERS
The winners of this year’s
PPFA International Framing
Competition, held at the recent PPFA Convention in
Las Vegas, hosted by the
West Coast Art and Frame
Expo, were from around the
world with many across the
U.S. and Canada, as well as
England and India.
First Place PRINT and
OPEN winners took home a
monetary prize and Platinum
Pass to the 2021 WCAF
Expo; Second Place PRINT
and OPEN winners took
home a monetary prize, as
well as a VIP Pass to the
2021 WCAF Expo; and Third
Place PRINT and OPEN winners took home a monetary
prize, as well as a $150 educational certificate to the
2021 WCAF Expo.
First, Second, and Third
Place PRINT Winners also
received a complimentary
PRINT piece for the
2020-21 PRINT competition,
“Devoted Thoughts about
Dogs” by Plee (Penny
Tucker), sponsored by
FrameTek. The handmade
book features a soft wraparound leather cover of
natural taupe—suede side
out—a contrasting tie and
small metal paw print charm
used as a latch. The small
book is 2 1/2 by 3 by 3/4
inches closed and latched,
7 by 3 by 2 1/4 inches open
and laid flat.
Judges for the initial digital entry round were:
OPEN: Janine Buechner,
MCPF; Alice Perritt, CPF;
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and Dennis Duarte MCPF.
PRINT: Meghan MacMillan
MCPF; Joyce Michels,
MCPF; and Laurel Smith,
MCPF.
Judges for the Finals in
Vegas were:
OPEN: Joyce Michels,
MCPF
(head
judge);
Meghan MacMillan, MCPF;
and Mark Klostermeyer,
MCPF.
PRINT: Elli Wollangk, MCPF
(head judge); Adela Davis,
MCPF; and Patrice Marquardt, CPF.
Incoming
Competition
Board member Laurel Smith,
MCPF, served as secretary
for the competition.
Sponsors for the competition were Frank’s Fabrics,
FrameReady by Adatasol,
and Vermont Hardwoods,
for the Judges Awards. PFM
for two Popular Choice
awards. Framerica for receipt and delivery of international entries. Frameware
LLC for hardware to hang
entries on the Competition
Gallery wall. The Great
Frame Up/Franchise Concepts, Inc. for sponsoring
the 2019-20 PRINT competition piece “Making Art is
My Guilty Pleasure” by
Richard Cryer.
The 2020-21 competition’s submission deadline is
July 31, 2020. The PRINT
and OPEN competitions are
open to all PPFA members
and they can enter as an individual or group. For further
information, visit the PPFA
at: www.ppfa.com.

First Place PRINT

Renate Eschmann and Christopher Soltis, Colorwheel,
Inc. McLean, VA.; also a Judges Award from Frameready
by Adatasol for Use of technology with a computer
generated art print; and Popular Choice Award
sponsored by PFM.

PRINT piece for the 2020-21 PRINT Competition,
“Devoted Thoughts about Dogs” by Plee (Penny Tucker),
sponsored by FrameTek. The handmade book features a
soft wrap-around leather cover of natural taupe—suede
side out—a contrasting tie and small metal paw print
charm used as a latch.
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Second Place PRINT
Christine Hasenhundl, Hako-Oja Studio,
Wainwright, Alberta, Canada.

Third Place PRINT
Janine Buechner, MCPF,
Sturgeon Bay, WI.

Honorable Mention PRINT
Deborah Hill, MCPF, and Dean Cardenas,
Art Incorporated, San Antonio, TX.

Judges Award High Point First Time Entry PRINT
Mark Kubo, FireLight Gallery & Framing,
Petersburg, AR.
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PPFA WINNERS

First Place OPEN
Christine Hasenhundl, Hako-Oja Studio,
Wainwright, Alberta, Canada.

Third Place OPEN
Kathy Cryer, The Great Frame Up, Northridge, CA;
and a Judges Award from Frank’s Fabrics for
hand-wrapped fabric mat.
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Second Place
OPEN and Judges
Award OPEN
sponsored by
Vermont Hardwoods for hand
finishing of a combination of different woods; and
also Popular
Choice Award,
sponsored by
PFM: Jasminas
Q. Braticius,
London, UK.

Judges Award High Point First Time Entry OPEN
Manisha Bhatcar and Sajjan Bhatcar,
Picturesque Art & Frames,
Panaji, India.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance
Graphics

“Playa Escondida”
by Patricia Pinto

Image Size:
24” x 36”
$30

800.617.5532

www.sdgraphics.com

9564 Delegates Dr., Building B,
Orlando, FL 32837

www.sundancegraphics.com

Editions
Limited

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
$35
Available as POD on
paper and canvas.

800.228.0928

www.editionslimited.com
E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com

4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Sagebrush
Fine Art Inc.

“Trust the Journey”
by
Katie Doucette
Image Size:
16” x 20”
$22

800.643.7243
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5165 South 900 East,
Murray, UT 84117

www.sagebrushfineart.com

Image Conscious
“Freeform”
by Duy Huynh
Paper Size:
30” x 22”
Image Size:
30” x 20”

Available to resize and print on canvas, acrylic, metal and wood.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Image Conscious

“Rainbow Dock”
by
Steve Vaughn
Paper Size:

36” x 26”
Image Size:
36” x 24”

Available to resize and print on canvas, acrylic, metal and wood.

800.532.2333 www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.
800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Plant Pictorial
“Plant Pictorial” by Karl Blossfeldt is available in five sizes from
16 by 12 inches ($24) to 48 by 36
inches ($168). Telephone Rosenstiel’s, London, at (011-44) 207
352 3551 for further information,
or go to the company’s website
at: www.rosenstiels.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Happy Land

Aged
“Aged” by Kimberly Allen is a large
format custom giclée on matte
paper measuring 30 by 30 inches.
The retail price is $108. Call A.D.
Lines in Monroe, CT, for more details at (800) 836-0994 or visit:
www.ad-lines.com.

All Year Round
“All Year Round” by Lanie Loreth measures 20 by 16 inches and retails for $18.
For details, phone SunDance Graphics,
located in Orlando, FL, at (800) 6175532, or visit the company’s website located at: www.sdgraphics.com.

“Happy Land” by Tom Reeves measures
36 by 27 inches and retails for $65.
The image is also available in customized
sizes. For further information, call PI Creative
Art, Toronto, at (800) 363-2787 or go to
the company’s website located at: www.
picreativeart.com.

Painted Horses Run

Bloom &
Grow
Home
“Bloom
&
Grow Home”
by Annie LaPoint measures 18 by 6 inches and retails for $10. For further information, call Penny
Lane Publishing, New Carlisle, Ohio, at (800) 273-5263 or go to the website located at: www.pennylanepublishing.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Painted Horses Run” by Carol Walker
measures 40 by 34 inches. The retail price is
$109.95. Call Classy Art in Houston, TX, at
(800) 372-8007 or visit: www.classyart.net.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Fine Day Sailing
“Final Day Sailing” by Nan measures 20 by 16 inches and retails for
$15. For further information, phone
Galaxy of Graphics in East Rutherford, NJ, at (888) 464-7500 or go
to the company’s website located
at: www.galaxyofgraphics.com.

Indigo
Botanical
Panel I

Macarons
“Macarons” by Kyra Brown measures 16 by 16 inches and retails for
$20. Call Sagebrush Fine Art, Murray, Utah, at (800) 643-7243 for
more details, or visit the website at:
www.sagebrushfineart.com.

Interwoven Metallics I
“Interwoven Metallics I” by Jennifer
Goldberger is a hand embellished giclée
print with gold leaf accents printed on
archival fine art cotton rag paper measures 18 by 18 inches ($65). Call World
Art Group in Richmond, VA, at (804)
213-0600, www.theworldartgroup.com.

2020 NHL Winter Classic
“2020 NHL
Winter Classic” by Christopher Gjevre
has an image
that measures 40 by
13 1/2 inches ($30). Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc., Minnetonka, MN, for
more information at (800) 334-7266 or visit: www.panoramas.com.
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Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.

“Indigo Botanical
Panel I” by Cynthia
Coulter measures 8
by 20 inches and
retails for $10. Call
Roaring Brook Art,
Elmsford, NY, at
(888) 779-9055 for
further information,
or visit the company’s
website
located at: www.
roaringbrookart
.com.

Super Bowl 54 Champions:
Kansas City Chiefs
“ S u p e r
Bowl
54
Champions:
Kansas City
Chiefs” by
Wishum
Gregory is a
giclée
on
paper measuring 20 by
24 inches.
The
retail
price is $35.
For further information, call Bruce Teleky Inc.,
Jersey City, NJ, at (800) 835-3539 or go to:
www.teleky.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION

Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIME-PRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE
CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing
division to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hardand soft-bound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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